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Abstract
In this paper, planar linear discrete systems with constant coeﬃcients and two delays
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bx(k –m) + Cx(k – n)
are considered where k ∈ Z∞0 := {0, 1, . . . ,∞}, x : Z∞0 →R2,m > n > 0 are ﬁxed
integers and A = (aij), B = (bij) and C = (cij) are constant 2× 2 matrices. It is assumed
that the considered system is one with weak delays. The characteristic equations of
such systems are identical with those for the same systems but without delayed
terms. In this case, after several steps, the space of solutions with a given starting
dimension 2(m + 1) is pasted into a space with a dimension less than the starting one.
In a sense, this situation is analogous to one known in the theory of linear diﬀerential
systems with constant coeﬃcients and weak delays when the initially inﬁnite
dimensional space of solutions on the initial interval turns (after several steps) into a
ﬁnite dimensional set of solutions. For every possible case, explicit general solutions
are constructed and, ﬁnally, results on the dimensionality of the space of solutions are
obtained.
AMS Subject Classiﬁcation: 39A06; 39A12
Keywords: discrete equation; weak delays; spectrum; explicit solution; dimension of
the solutions space
Introduction
Preliminary notions and properties
We use the following notation: for integers s, q, s≤ q, we deﬁne Zqs := {s, s+, . . . ,q}, where
s = –∞ or q = ∞ are admitted, too. Throughout this paper, using notation Zqs , we always
assume s≤ q. In this paper, we deal with the discrete planar systems
x(k + ) = Ax(k) + Bx(k –m) +Cx(k – n), ()
where m > n >  are ﬁxed integers, k ∈ Z∞ , A = (aij) and B = (bij), C = (cij) are constant
×  matrices, and x : Z∞–m →R. Throughout the paper, we assume that
B =, C =, ()
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where is a × zeromatrix. Together with equation (), we consider the initial (Cauchy)
problem
x(k) = ϕ(k), ()
where k = –m, –m + , . . . ,  with ϕ : Z–m →R. The existence and uniqueness of the solu-
tion of initial problem (), () on Z∞–m is obvious. We recall that the solution x : Z∞–m →R
of (), () is deﬁned as an inﬁnite sequence
{
x(–m) = ϕ(–m),x(–m + ) = ϕ(–m + ), . . . ,x() = ϕ(),x(),x(), . . . ,x(k), . . .
}
such that, for any k ∈ Z∞ , equality () holds.
The space of all initial data () with ϕ : Z–m → R is obviously (m + )-dimensional.
Below, we describe the fact that among systems (), there are such systems that their space
of solutions, being initially (m + )-dimensional, on a reduced interval turns into a space
having a dimension less than (m + ).
Systems with weak delays
We consider system () and look for a solution having the form x(k) = ξλk , where k ∈ Z∞–m,
λ = const with λ =  and ξ = (ξ, ξ)T is a nonzero constant vector. The usual procedure
leads to the characteristic equation
D := det
(
A + λ–mB + λ–nC – λI
)
= , ()
where I is the unit  ×  matrix. Together with (), we consider a system with the terms
containing delays omitted
x(k + ) = Ax(k) ()
and the characteristic equation
det(A – λI) = . ()
Deﬁnition  System () is called a system with weak delays if characteristic equations (),
() corresponding to systems () and () are equal, i.e., if for every λ ∈C \ {},
D = det
(
A + λ–mB + λ–nC – λI
)
= det(A – λI). ()
We consider a linear transformation
x(k) = Sy(k) ()
with a nonsingular ×  matrix S . Then the discrete system for y is
y(k + ) = ASy(k) + BSy(k –m) +CSy(k – n) ()
with AS = S–AS , BS = S–BS , CS = S–CS . We show that a system’s property of being
one with weak delays is preserved by every nonsingular linear transformation.
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Lemma  If system () is a system with weak delays, then its arbitrary linear nonsingular
transformation () again leads to a system with weak delays ().
Proof It is easy to show that
det
(
AS + λ–mBS + λ–nCS – λI
)




AS + λ–mBS + λ–nCS – λI
)
= det
(S–AS + λ–mS–BS + λ–nS–CS – λS–IS)
= det
[S–(A + λ–mB + λ–nC – λI)S]
= det
(
A + λ–mB + λ–nC – λI
)
,








A + λ–mB + λ–nC – λI
)
= det(A – λI)
is assumed. 
Necessary and sufﬁcient conditions determining the weak delays
In the below theorem, we give conditions, in terms of determinants, indicating whether a
system is one with weak delays.
Theorem  System () is a system with weak delays if and only if the following seven con-
ditions hold simultaneously:
b + b = , ()
c + c = , ()∣∣∣∣∣b bb b
∣∣∣∣∣ = , ()∣∣∣∣∣c cc c
∣∣∣∣∣ = , ()∣∣∣∣∣a ab b
∣∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣∣b ba a
∣∣∣∣∣ = , ()∣∣∣∣∣a ac c
∣∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣∣c ca a
∣∣∣∣∣ = , ()∣∣∣∣∣b bc c
∣∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣∣c cb b
∣∣∣∣∣ = . ()
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Proof We start with computing determinant (). We get
D =
∣∣∣∣∣a + bλ
–m + cλ–n – λ a + bλ–m + cλ–n
a + bλ–m + cλ–n a + bλ–m + cλ–n – λ
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Expand the determinant on the right-hand side along the ﬁrst column:
D =
∣∣∣∣∣a a + bλ
–m + cλ–n
a a + bλ–m + cλ–n – λ
∣∣∣∣∣ + λ–m
∣∣∣∣∣b a + bλ
–m + cλ–n
b a + bλ–m + cλ–n – λ
∣∣∣∣∣
+ λ–n
∣∣∣∣∣c a + bλ
–m + cλ–n
c a + bλ–m + cλ–n – λ
∣∣∣∣∣ + λ
∣∣∣∣∣– a + bλ
–m + cλ–n
 a + bλ–m + cλ–n – λ
∣∣∣∣∣ .









































After simpliﬁcation, we get
D =
∣∣∣∣∣a – λ aa a – λ
























Now we see that for () to hold, i.e.,
D = det
(
A + λ–mB + λ–nC – λI
)
= det(A – λI) =
∣∣∣∣∣a – λ aa a – λ
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
conditions ()-() are both necessary and suﬃcient. 
Lemma  Conditions ()-() are equivalent to
trB = detB = , ()
det(A + B) = detA, ()
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trC = detC = , ()
det(A +C) = detA, ()
det(B +C) = . ()
Proof We show that assumptions ()-() imply ()-(). It is obvious that condition
() is equivalent to (), () and condition () is equivalent to (), (). Now we con-
sider
det(A + B) =
∣∣∣∣∣a + b a + ba + b a + b
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Expanding the determinant on the right-hand side along the ﬁrst column and then ex-
panding each of the determinants along the second column, we have
det(A + B) =
∣∣∣∣∣a a + ba a + b
∣∣∣∣∣ +













due to () and ()
]
= detA. ()
Similarly, using () and (), we get (), i.e., det(A +C) = detA. Now we consider
det(B +C) =
∣∣∣∣∣b + c b + cb + c b + c
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Expanding the determinant on the right-hand side along the ﬁrst column and then ex-
panding each of the determinants along the second column, we have
det(B +C) =
∣∣∣∣∣b b + cb b + c
∣∣∣∣∣ +













due to (), () and ()
]
= . ()
Now we prove that assumptions () and () imply () and (). Due to equivalence
()-() with () and (), it remains to be shown that (), () and () imply ()-
().







i.e., because of (), we get (). Similarly, formula () can be proved with the aid of ()
and by ().
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i.e., () holds. 
Problem under consideration
The aim of this paper is to show that after several steps, the dimension of the space of all
solutions, being initially equal to the dimension (m + ) of the space of initial data ()
generated by discrete functions ϕ, is reduced to a dimension less than the initial one on
an interval of the form Z∞s with an s > . In other words, we will show that the (m + )-
dimensional space of all solutions of () is reduced to a less-dimensional space of solu-
tions on Z∞s . This problem is solved directly by explicitly computing the corresponding
solutions of the Cauchy problems with each of the arising cases being considered. The un-
derlying idea for such investigation is simple. If () is a system with weak delays, then the
corresponding characteristic equation has only two eigenvalues instead of (m+ ) eigen-
values in the case of systems with non-weak delays. This explains why the dimension of
the space of solutions becomes less than the initial one. The ﬁnal results (Theorems -)
provide the dimension of the space of solutions. Our results generalize the results in []
where system () with C = is analyzed.
Auxiliary formula
For the reader’s convenience, we recall one explicit formula (see, e.g., []) for the solutions
of linear scalar discrete non-delayed equations used in this paper. We consider the ﬁrst-
order linear discrete nonhomogeneous equation
w(k + ) = aw(k) + g(k), w(k) = w, k ∈ Z∞k
with a ∈C and g : Z∞k →C. Then it is easy to verify that
w(k) = ak–kw +
k–∑
r=k
ak––rg(r), k ∈ Z∞k+. ()
Throughout the paper, we adopt the customary notation for the sum:
∑
i=+sF (i) = ,
where  is an integer, s is a positive integer and ‘F ’ denotes the function considered inde-
pendently of whether it is deﬁned for indicated arguments or not.
Note that formula () is many times used in recent literature to analyze asymptotic
properties of solutions of various classes of diﬀerence equations, including nonlinear
equations. We refer, e.g., to [–] and to relevant references therein.
Results
If () holds, then equations () and () have only two (and the same) roots simultaneously.
In order to prove the properties of the family of solutions of () formulated in the Intro-
duction, we will discuss each combination of roots, i.e., the cases of two real and distinct
roots, a pair of complex conjugate roots and, ﬁnally, a double real root.
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Jordan forms of matrix A and corresponding solutions of problem (1), (3)
It is known that for every matrix A, there exists a nonsingular matrix S transforming it to
the corresponding Jordan matrix form . This means that
 = S–AS,
where  has the following possible forms depending on the roots of characteristic equa-
tion (), i.e., on the roots of
λ – (a + a)λ + (aa – aa) = . ()




























The transformation y(k) = S–x(k) transforms () into the system
y(k + ) =y(k) + B*y(k –m) +C*y(k – n), k ∈ Z∞ ()
with B* = S–BS, B* = (b*ij), C* = S–CS, C* = (c*ij), i, j = , . Together with (), we consider
the initial problem
y(k) = ϕ*(k), ()
k ∈ Z–m with ϕ* : Z–m → R, where ϕ*(k) = S–ϕ(k) is the initial function corresponding
to the initial function ϕ in ().





)T , (k) := (ϕ*(k), )T , k ∈ Z–m. ()
Assuming that () is a system with weak delays, by Lemma , system () is one with weak
delays again.
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The case () of two real distinct roots
In this case, we have k = diag(λk ,λk). The necessary and suﬃcient conditions ()-()
for () turn into
b* + b* = , ()





























∣∣∣∣∣ = . ()
Since λ = λ, equations (), () yield b* = b* =  and equations (), () yield c* =
c* = . Then, from (), we get b*b* =  so that either b* =  or b* = , and from (),
we get c*c* = , which means that either c* =  or c* = . In view of assumptions B =
and C =, we conclude that only the following cases (I), (II) are possible:
(I) b* = b* = b* = , b* = ,
c* = c* = c* = , c* = ,
(II) b* = b* = b* = , b* = ,
c* = c* = c* = , c* = .
Theorem  Let () be a system with weak delays and let () admit two real distinct roots
λ, λ. If the conditions (I) hold, then the solution of initial problem (), () is x(k) = Sy(k),














 (r – n)








































if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
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If the conditions of case (II) are true, then the solution of initial problem (), () is x(k) =














 (r – n)








































if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
Proof If the conditions (I) are true, then the transformed system () takes the form
y(k + ) = λy(k) + b*y(k –m) + c*y(k – n), ()
y(k + ) = λy(k), k ∈ Z∞ ()
and if the conditions (II) hold, then () takes the form
y(k + ) = λy(k), ()
y(k + ) = λy(k) + b*y(k –m) + c*y(k – n), k ∈ Z∞ . ()
We investigate only initial problem (), (), () since initial problem (), (), () can





(k) if k ∈ Z–m,
λkϕ
*
() if k ∈ Z∞ .
()
Then () becomes
y(k + ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
λy(k) + b*ϕ*(k –m) + c*ϕ*(k – n) if k ∈ Zn,
λy(k) + b*ϕ*(k –m) + c*λk–n ϕ*() if k ∈ Zmn+,
λy(k) + b*λk–m ϕ*() + c*λk–n ϕ*() if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
First, we solve this equation for k ∈ Zn. This means that we consider the problem
⎧⎨




(k –m) + c*ϕ*(k – n), k ∈ Zn,
y() = ϕ*().
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With the aid of formula (), we get





b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*ϕ*(r – n)
]
, k ∈ Zn+ . ()
Now we solve equation () for k ∈ Zmn+, i.e., we consider the problem (with initial data
deduced from ())
⎧⎨




(k –m) + c*λk–n ϕ*(), k ∈ Zmn+,




 [b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*ϕ*(r – n)].
Applying formula () yields (for k ∈ Zm+n+ )






































b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*λr–n ϕ*()
]
. ()




y(k + ) = λy(k) + ϕ*()[b*λk–m + c*λk–n ], k ∈ Z∞m+,









 [b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*λr–n ϕ*()].
Applying formula () yields (for k ∈ Z∞m+)


























b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*λr–n ϕ*()
]]





























































































































if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
Now, taking into account (), formula () is a consequence of () and (). Formula
() can be proved in a similar way.
Finally, we note that both formulas (), () remain valid for b* = b* = , c* = c* = 
as well. In this case, the transformed system () reduces to a system without delays. This
possibility is excluded by conditions (). 
The case () of two complex conjugate roots
The necessary and suﬃcient conditions ()-() for () to take the forms ()-(), ()
and






∣∣∣∣∣ = p(b* + b*) + q(b* – b*) =  ()
and






∣∣∣∣∣ = p(c* + c*) + q(c* – c*) = . ()
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The system of conditions (), () and () gives b* = b*, (b*) = –(b*) and admits
only one possibility, namely,
b* = b* = b* = b* = .
For the system of conditions (), () and (), we have c* = c*, (c*) = –(c*) and we
get only one possibility as well, namely,
c* = c* = c* = c* = .
Consequently, B* =, B = and C* =, C =. Initial problem (), () reduces to a prob-
lem without delay
⎧⎨




⎩ϕ(k) if k ∈ Z

–m,
Akϕ() if k ∈ Z∞ .
()
From this discussion, the next theorem follows.
Theorem  There exists no system () with weak delays if  has the form ().
Finally, we note that assumptions () alone exclude this case.
The case () of double real root
We have k = diag(λk ,λk). For (), the necessary and suﬃcient conditions ()-() are
reduced to ()-(), () and






∣∣∣∣∣ = λ(b* + b*) =  ()
and






∣∣∣∣∣ = λ(c* + c*) = . ()
From (), () and (), we get b*b* = –(b*). Then, from (), () and (), we have
c*c* = –(c*). From condition (), we get
b*c* – b*c* + b*c* – b*c* = . ()




)c*c* + b*c*b*c* – b*(c*)b* = . ()
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)(c*) – b*c*b*c* + (b*)(c*) = . ()





b*c* = c*b*. ()
Now we will analyze the two possible cases: b*b* =  and b*b* = .
For the case b*b* = , we have from (), () that b* = b* =  and b* =  or b* = .
For b* =  and b* = , condition () gives c* = . Then, from (), (), we get c* =
c* =  and c* = .
Now we discuss the case b*b* = . From conditions (), (), we have b*b* = –(b*)
and b*b* = . This yields b* = , b* = , and from (), we have c* = , c* = . By
conditions (), (), we get c* = , c* = .
From the assumptions B = and C =, we conclude that only the following cases (I),
(II), (III) are possible:
(I) b* = b* = b* = , b* = ,
c* = c* = c* = , c* = ,
(II) b* = b* = b* = , b* = ,
c* = c* = c* = , c* = ,
(III) b*b* = , c*c* = .
The case b*b* = , c*c* = 
Theorem Let () be a systemwithweak delay, () admit a two-fold root λ, = λ, b*b* =
 and the matrix have the form (). Then the solution of initial problem (), () is x(k) =





















k––r(r – n) + (k –  – n)λk––n()]








k––r(r – n) + (k –  – n)λk––n()]
if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
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If b* = , c* =  is true, then the solution of initial problem (), () is x(k) = Sy(k), k ∈ Z∞–m,





















k––r(r – n) + (k –  – n)λk––n()]








k––r(r – n) + (k –  – n)λk––n()]
if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
Proof Case (I) means that b* = , c* = . Then () turns into the system
y(k + ) = λy(k) + b*y(k –m) + c*y(k – n), k ∈ Z∞ , ()
y(k + ) = λy(k) ()
and if b* = , c* = , () turns into the system
y(k + ) = λy(k), ()
y(k + ) = λy(k) + b*y(k –m) + c*y(k – n), k ∈ Z∞ . ()
System (), () can be solved in much the same way as system (), () if we put λ =
λ = λ, and the discussion of system (), () goes along the same lines as that of system
(), () with λ = λ = λ. Formulas () and () are consequences of (), (). 
The case b*b* = , c*c* = 









































Theorem  Let system () be one with weak delay, () admit two repeated roots λ, = λ,
b*b* = , c*c* =  and the matrix  have the form (). Then the solution of initial
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k––r*(r –m) + (k –  – n)λk––n*()









+ (k –  –m)λk––m*() + (k –  – n)λk––n*()
if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()














Then system () reduces to
y(k + ) = λy(k) + b*y(k –m) + b*y(k –m) + c*y(k – n) + c*y(k – n), ()
y(k + ) = λy(k) –
(b*)
b*




– c*y(k – n),
()
where k ∈ Z∞ . It is easy to see (multiplying () by b*/b* and summing both equations)
that
y(k + ) +
b*
b*







, k ∈ Z∞ . ()




















ϕ*()] if k ∈ Z∞ .
()
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With the aid of (), we rewrite system (), () as follows:
y(k + ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩




+ c*[ϕ*(k – n) +
b*
b*
ϕ*(k – n)] if k ∈ Zn,







ϕ*()] if k ∈ Zmn+,







ϕ*()] if k ∈ Z∞m+,
()


















































ϕ*()] if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
First, we solve this system for k ∈ Zn and consider the problems
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩




+ c*[ϕ*(k – n) +
b*
b*
ϕ*(k – n)], k ∈ Zn,
y() = ϕ*(),⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩















ϕ*(k –m)], k ∈ Zn,
y() = ϕ*().
With the aid of formula (), we get



















, k ∈ Zn+ , ()






















, k ∈ Zn+ . ()
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Nowwe solve system (), () for k ∈ Zmn+, i.e., we consider the problem (with initial data
deduced from (), ())⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩







ϕ*()] if k ∈ Zmn+,




























ϕ*()] if k ∈ Zmn+,



















Formula () yields (for k ∈ Zm+n+ )






























































































































































































































Now we solve equations (), () for k ∈ Z∞m+, i.e., we consider the problem (with initial
data deduced from (), ())
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩







ϕ*()] if k ∈ Z∞m+,






































ϕ*()] if k ∈ Z∞m+,






































Applying formula () yields (for k ∈ Z∞m+)
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if k ∈ Z∞m+
()











































































































if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
Formula () is now a direct consequence of (), () and (), (). 
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The case () of a double real root
If the matrix has the form (), the necessary and suﬃcient conditions ()-() for ()
are reduced to ()-(), () and






∣∣∣∣∣ = λ(b* + b*) – b* =  ()
and






∣∣∣∣∣ = λ(c* + c*) – c* = . ()
Then (), () and () give b* = b* = b* = , and from (), () and (), we have
c* = c* = c* = .
Theorem  Let () be a system with weak delay, () admit a double root λ, = λ and the
matrix have the form (). Then b* = b* = b* = , c* = c* = c* =  and the solution of




ϕ*(k) if k ∈ Z–m,







k––rϕ*(r – n) if k ∈ Zn+ ,








+ (k –  – n)c*λk––nϕ*() if k ∈ Zm+n+ ,











+ (k –  –m)b*λk––mϕ*() + (k –  – n)c*λk––n ϕ*()






(k) if k ∈ Z–m,
λkϕ*() if k ∈ Z∞ .
()
Proof System () can be written as
y(k + ) = λy(k) + y(k) + b*y(k –m) + c*y(k – n), ()
y(k + ) = λy(k), k ∈ Z∞ . ()





(k) if k ∈ Z–m,
λkϕ*() if k ∈ Z∞ .
()
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Then () turns into
y(k + ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
λy(k) + λkϕ*() + b*ϕ*(k –m) + c*ϕ*(k – n) if k ∈ Zm ,
λy(k) + λkϕ*() + b*ϕ*(k –m) + c*λk–nϕ*() if k ∈ Zmn+,
λy(k) + λkϕ*() + b*λk–mϕ*() + c*λk–nϕ*() if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
Equation () can be solved in a way similar to that of equation () in the proof of Theo-
rem  using ().
First, we solve equation () for k ∈ Zn. This means that we consider the problem
⎧⎨
⎩y(k + ) = λy(k) + λ
kϕ*() + b*ϕ*(k –m) + c*ϕ*(k – n), k ∈ Zn,
y() = ϕ*().
With the aid of formula (), we get





λrϕ*() + b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*ϕ*(r – n)
]






b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*ϕ*(r – n)
]
, k ∈ Zn+ . ()
Now we solve equation () for k ∈ Zmn+, i.e., we consider the problem (with initial data
deduced from ())
⎧⎨
⎩y(k + ) = λy(k) + λ
kϕ*() + b*ϕ*(k –m) + c*λk–nϕ*() if k ∈ Zmn+,
y(n + ) = λn+ϕ*() + (n + )λnϕ*() +
∑n
r= λ
n–r[b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*ϕ*(r – n)].
Applying formula () yields (for k ∈ Zm+n+ )





















λrϕ*() + b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*λr–nϕ*()
]










λk––rb*ϕ*(r –m) + (k –  – n)c*λk––nϕ*(). ()
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y(k + ) = λy(k) + λkϕ*() + b*λk–mϕ*() + c*λk–nϕ*() if k ∈ Z∞m+,
y(m + ) = λm+ϕ*() + (m + )λmϕ*() +
∑n
r= λ




m–rb*ϕ*(r –m) + (m – n)c*λm–nϕ*().
Applying formula () yields (for k ∈ Z∞m+)


























λrϕ*() + b*λr–mϕ*() + c*λr–nϕ*()
]










λk––rb*ϕ*(r –m) + (k –  –m)b*λk––mϕ*()
+ (k –  – n)c*λk––nϕ*(). ()




ϕ*(k) if k ∈ Z–m,
λkϕ*() + kλk–ϕ*() +
∑k–
r= λ
k––r[b*ϕ*(r –m) + c*ϕ*(r – n)]
if k ∈ Zn+ ,
λkϕ*() + kλk–ϕ*() +
∑n
r= λ




k––rb*ϕ*(r –m) + (k –  – n)c*λk––nϕ*()
if k ∈ Zm+n+ ,
λkϕ*() + kλk–ϕ*() +
∑n
r= λ




k––rb*ϕ*(r –m) + (k –  –m)b*λk––mϕ*()
+ (k –  – n)c*λk––nϕ*()
if k ∈ Z∞m+.
()
Formulas () and () are consequences of (), (). 
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Example
The set of ×  matrices satisfying conditions ()-() is suﬃciently large. Consider, e.g.,

























and a planar linear discrete systems with weak delays
x(k + ) = Ax(k) + Bx(k –m) +Cx(k – n), ()
where k ∈ Z∞ := {, , . . . ,∞}, x : Z∞ →R,m > n >  are ﬁxed integers, i.e.,
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
x(k + ) = x(k) + x(k) + 
√
x(k –m) – x(k –m) +
√
x(k – n) – x(k – n),
x(k + ) = –x(k) + ( 
√
 + )x(k) + x(k –m)
– 
√
x(k –m) + x(k – n) –
√
x(k – n).
Together with (), we consider the initial problem
x(k) = ϕ(k), ()
where k = –m, –m + , . . . ,  with ϕ : Z–m →R.
Characteristic equation () has two real distinct roots λ =  + (
√
)/ and λ =
√
 + .
































transforms () into the system
y(k + ) =y(k) + B*y(k –m) +C*y(k – n), k ∈ Z∞ ()
with
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and




























Together with (), we consider the initial problem
y(k) = ϕ*(k),
k ∈ Z–m with ϕ* : Z–m →R, where











is the initial function corresponding to the initial function ϕ in ().
All the assumptions of Theorem , case (II), hold. Therefore by formula () we get that
the solution of initial problem (), () is

























































































if k ∈ Z∞m+,
(k) := (,ϕ*(k))T and (k) := (ϕ*(k), )T with k ∈ Z–m.
Dimension of the set of solutions
Since all the possible cases of planar system () with weak delay have been analyzed, we are
ready to formulate results concerning the dimension of the space of solutions of () assum-
ing that initial conditions () are variable. The below theorems remain valid if coeﬃcients
b*ij are replaced with coeﬃcients c*ij, i, j = , .
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Theorem  Let () be a system with weak delay and () have both roots diﬀerent from
zero. Then the space of solutions, being initially (m + )-dimensional, becomes on Z∞m+
only
() (m + )-dimensional if equation () has
(a) two real distinct roots and (b*) + (b*) > ;
(b) a double real root, b*b* =  and (b*) + (b*) > ;
(c) a double real root and b*b* = .
() -dimensional if equation () has
(a) two real distinct roots and b* = b* = ;
(b) a pair of complex conjugate roots;
(c) a double real root and b* = b* = .
Proof We will carefully go through all the theorems considered (Theorems -) adding
the case of a pair of complex conjugate roots and our conclusion will hold at least on Z∞m+
(some of the statements hold on a larger interval).
(a) Analyzing the statement of Theorem  (the case () of two real distinct roots), we
obtain the following subcases:
(a) If b* = b* = b* = , b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+
equals m +  since the last formula in () uses only m +  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(),ϕ*(–m),ϕ*(–m + ), . . . ,ϕ*().
(a) If b* = b* = b* = , b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+
equals m +  since the last formula in () uses only m +  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(–m),ϕ*(–m + ), . . . ,ϕ*(),ϕ*().
(a) If b* = b* = b* = b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+
equals  since the last formula in () and in () uses only  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(),ϕ*().
This means that all the cases considered are covered by conclusions ()(a) and ()(a) of
Theorem .
(b) In the case () of two complex conjugate roots, we have b* = b* = b* = b* =  and
formula () uses only  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(),ϕ*()
for every k ∈ Z∞ . This is covered by case ()(b) of Theorem .
(c) Analyzing the statement of Theorem  and Theorem  (the case () of a double real
root), we obtain the following subcases:
(c) If b* = , b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+ equals
m +  since the last formula in () uses only m +  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(),ϕ*(–m),ϕ*(–m + ), . . . ,ϕ*().
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(c) If b* = , b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+ equals
m +  since the last formula in () uses only m +  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(–m),ϕ*(–m + ), . . . ,ϕ*(),ϕ*().
(c) If b* = b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+ equals  since
the last formula in () and in () uses only  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(),ϕ*().
(c) If b*b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+ equals m + 
since the last formula in () uses only m +  arbitrary parameters









, k ∈ Z–m.
The parameter ϕ*() cannot be seen as independent since it depends on the
independent parameters ϕ*() and C().
All the cases considered are covered by conclusions ()(b), ()(c) and ()(c) of Theorem .
(d) Analyzing the statement of Theorem  (the case () of a double real root), we obtain
the following subcases:
(d) If b* = b* = b* = , b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+
equals m +  since the last formula in () uses only m +  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(),ϕ*(–m),ϕ*(–m + ), . . . ,ϕ*()
and the last formula in () provides no new information.
(d) If b* = b* = b* = b* = , then the dimension of the space of solutions on Z∞m+
equals  since, as follows from (), (), there are only  arbitrary parameters
ϕ*(),ϕ*().
Both cases are covered by conclusions ()(b) and ()(c) of Theorem .
Since there are no cases other than the above cases (a)-(d), the proof is ﬁnished. 
Theorem  can be formulated simply as follows.
Theorem  Let () be a system with weak delay and let () have both roots diﬀerent from
zero. Then the space of solutions, being initially (m + )-dimensional, is on Z∞m+ only
() (m + )-dimensional if (b*) + (b*) > .
() -dimensional if b* = b* = .
We omit the proofs of the following two theorems since, again, they are much the same
as those of Theorems -.
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Theorem Let () be a systemwith weak delay and let () have a simple root λ = .Then
the space of solutions, being initially (m+)-dimensional, is either (m+)-dimensional or
-dimensional on Z∞m+.
Theorem  Let () be a system with weak delay and let () have a double root λ = .
Then the space of solutions, being initially (m+)-dimensional, turns into a -dimensional
space on Z∞ , namely, into the zero solution.
Concluding remarks
To our best knowledge, weak delay was ﬁrst deﬁned in [] for systems of linear delayed
diﬀerential systems with constant coeﬃcients and in [] for planar linear discrete systems
with a single delay. The systems with weak delays analyzed in this paper can be simpli-
ﬁed and their solutions can be found in explicit analytical forms. Consequently, analytical
forms of solutions can be used directly to solve several problems for systems with weak
delays, e.g., problems of asymptotical behavior of their solutions or some problems of con-
trol theory (using diﬀerent methods, such problems have recently been investigated, e.g.,
in [–]). For an alternative approach to diﬀerential-diﬀerence equations using the vari-
ational iteration method, see, e.g., [].
In the case of discrete systems of two equations investigated in this paper, to obtain
the corresponding eigenvalues, it is suﬃcient to solve only a second-order polynomial
equation rather than a polynomial equation of order m.
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